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The outward renovations are therefore not enough; they need
to be made in conjunction with the concentrated support of the
individuals that run these ECD centres.
And yet, these are not spaces of despair. The teachers manage
to create a small oasis for the children among these difficulties
and the delighted shrieks of children can be heard at any given
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Early Childhood Development
8 ECD CENTRES
16 TEACHERS
190 CHILDREN
We support Early Childhood Development
(ECD) centres in the areas of Alice, Whittlesea
and now Dordrecht, with educational
resources, equipment and infrastructure
improvements. Samara believes that creating
a safe, healthy and functional space is the
first step in promoting learning and allowing
children and teachers to blossom. As we have
been working with the centres for different
lengths of time, they receive different degrees
of support, depending on their needs.

NOMZAMO
While no more infrastructure improvements are
being made at Nomzamo, our ‘oldest’ centre,
we continue the relationship with maintenance
support and the training and mentoring of the
teachers.
Material assistance given to Nomzamo:
• Sponsorship of their caretaker
• Seeds for their vegetable garden
• Stocking up of stationary
• Repainting of the building
• Fixing a few maintenance issues on the
building

Ngwabeni
Ngwabeni is another centre that has been
supported for several years, however after a
municipal inspection we helped them address
a few outstanding issues on their premises.
Material assistance given to Ngwabeni:
• Installation of railings for safety
• Improved fencing around the premises
• Sponsorship of their caretaker
• Sponsorship of one of the teachers
• Seeds for their vegetable garden
• Garden equipment
• Replacement of some of their wooden toys
• Stocking up of stationary

noluthando
We have slowly finalised the last improvements
here by securing the main rooms used of the old
farmhouse in which the centres is located. We
also focused on the outdoor playing area and
added a climbing structure with a slide.
Material assistance given to Noluthando:
• Securing of premises
• Fixing and painting of roof
• Addition of a jungle gym to their outside
playground
• Table and cupboard for their kitchen
• Sponsorship of their caretaker
• Seeds for the vegetable garden
• Stocking up of stationary

sibonile
Here we also focused on some final renovations
and the outside play area, installing a jungle
gym, much to the delight also of the sisters
and brothers coming to pick up their younger
siblings at the end of the day.
Material assistance given to Sibonile:
• Installation of a jungle gym for their outside
play area
• Fixing of gate and roof
• Seeds for their vegetable garden
• Xhosa books for the children
• Stationary for the children and teachers

sixolile
As one of the newer centres, we focused
our efforts here in making infrastructure
improvements and bringing in more resources.
As Sixolile – together with Masomelele – has
the smallest premises, we added an outdoor
shelter as an additional space for the children
to play. We also expanded their outdoor play
area with a see-saw and a sandpit.
Material assistance given to Sixolile:
• Shelving and bag hooks for the children
• An additional shelter outdoors
• Additional outdoor playground features
such as a see-saw and sandpit
• Additional toys and books
• Stationary for the children and teachers
• Seeds for their vegetable garden
• Maintenance of premises

masomelele
Just as at Sixolile, we made several infrastructure
improvements here and brought in additional
resources. Outdoors we added a jungle gym
and a shelter which can be used as an additional
playing space for the children.
Material assistance given to Masomelele:
• Installation of a jungle gym
• Shelving and bag hooks for the children
• Additional shelter outside
• Seeds for their vegetable garden
• Additional toys and books
• Stationary for the teachers and children

OUTREACH PROGRAMME
As our support is quite intensive and we can only
support a certain number of centres at a time, we
have added an outreach component to our work. This
allows us to respond to smaller requests from other
ECD centres and assist with resource kits or minor
infrastructure improvements. This not only allows
us to extend our reach, but enables us to build our
network and develop relationships with centres that
could at a later stage receive more support from us.
We have now interacted with a further two centres
located in Dordrecht – Umzamomhle and Sophumelele
Day Care – and are feeling very positive about the
interaction so far.

capacity building
3 WORKSHOPS
12 TEACHERS
Most teachers have not had the opportunity to
undergo formal training so an important part of
supporting the centres is to make sure the teachers
have the needed knowledge and skills to run a quality
ECD programme.
We continued to partner with the Centre for Creative
Education to run the remaining workshops in their
Birth to Three Years course. The first workshop
covered topics such as free play, how to create healthy
environments for the children, teacher planning and
preparation for the week and communicating and
working with parents.
The second workshop focused on nutrition and
creating balanced menu’s for the children. The
final workshop was about self-empowerment and
discovering the hero within. For many this was the

first time sharing certain experiences - often traumas
- they have had and it was an intense week. However
it bonded the teachers together and they left feeling
lighter and ready to take what they learnt back home.
“During the Hero workshop I learnt that my hindrances
cause blockage and can affect how I am with the
children. I learnt to deal with my problems first so
that it doesn’t affect the children. I learnt that I am
my own hero and I want to be our children’s hero.”
Nomonde Maphiliba (Sibonile)
We also continued with the practical component of
the workshops and the teachers learnt how to make
felt animals and two different types of dolls.
Once the teachers had completed the Birth to Three
Years we held a graduation ceremony, with all of them
pledging to take what they had learnt back to their
centres. All the teachers expressed how much they
had enjoyed the workshops and requested further
training – a wish we are happy to work on fulfilling.

sustainability
Looking at how the centres can sustain themselves
beyond our involvement is an aspect that we are
trying to address evermore in our work. One part
of this is to encourage and assist the centres to
register themselves as partial care facilities with the
Department of Social Development (DSD) and apply
for funding in this way.
Other avenues we are exploring is assisting them
with applying to other support programmes or grants
and encouraging them to use such things as their
vegetable gardens to create revenue.
When we started, only one centre had managed the
registration with DSD. Currently the following has
been achieved:
• 1 further conditional DSD registration
• 1 pending DSD registration
• 1 centre receiving continued support from
Lunchbox Fund, a feeding scheme
• 1 centre receiving a government grant for a
12 month period, giving them the time to get
together their DSD application

stitches of Hope
6 KNITTED BLANKETS PRODUCED
39 SOFT TOYS PRODUCED
Stitches of Hope focuses on enabling the teachers and
other women connected to the ECD centres – mothers,
grandmothers, friends – to use and grow their handworking skills and create items that can be used at
the centres. Through their training, the teachers have
learnt how to make soft toys and we have continued
to buy woollen blankets made by women in the
communities for use at the centres.

AFRICA RUN 2019
We were privileged to be able to partner on the
fundraiser Africa Run, which is hosted annually by the
Umckaloabo Foundation, for the year 2019. Money
is raised by individual runners in Germany and South
Africa and then matched by the German company
Schwabe. These funds are then invested in a school
in Southern Africa and put towards infrastructure
and teacher and student development.
Samara helped identify the recipient for 2019,
Ekuphumleni High School in Whittlesea, and will be
the local implementing partner for the projects to
be undertaken there in the following year.
As Ekuphumleni has captured our heart, we are looking
forward to the work that we will be undertaking
there. To read more about the fundraiser and the
school, visit: www.africa-run.de or the school’s own
website: www.ekuphumleni-school.co.za.

A Safe Haven for Children and Mothers
Alupheli has been attending Nomzamo for two years already
and her mother Namhla has seen a big change in her since
she began: “Before my child came here, she used to have
difficulty with her speech. You couldn’t hear anything she
said but ever since she came here, she can pronounce words
more correctly.”
Namhla did not have an easy journey into motherhood. She
lost her own mother when she was a teenager and by the
time Alupheli was born her grandmothers had also passed
away, leaving her with no maternal figures in her life to
guide her. Whilst her father supported her where he could
– “He is a wonderful grandfather!” – this left Namhla feeling
overwhelmed by having to raise a child while also trying to
complete her studies in Public Administration.
If at this point, one of the teachers from Nomzamo, Ms A,
as she is affectionately called, hadn’t reached out to her and
offered to help, she is not sure how she would have coped.
Once Alupheli began attending Nomzamo, Namhla was able
to move forward again. “I went to classes and I started to
see a big difference in Alupheli. She was becoming more
independent, she loved to play with other kids more, her
speech was improving and I was able to relax and concentrate
on school. So I ended up graduating as a result.”
Through the teachers she also learnt how to work with
Alupheli. “Alupheli is very bubbly, but she can be very stubborn

and Ms A told me that I just need to be patient with her, I
shouldn’t shout at her. I should speak to her calmly because
when I shout she just wouldn’t listen,” laughs Namhla.
Nomzamo has become a central space in Alupheli and
Namhla’s lives; a space where Alupheli not only thrives, but
where Namhla feels supported by the teachers and the other
mothers: “I feel that immediately I step onto the premises,
I have sisters, I have people I can confide in. This is a safe
haven for me. This is the place where my child flourishes.”
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Without the support of the umckaloabo foundation our work would not be possible - a
heartfelt enkosi kakhulu to them!
We would also like to thank the following organisations and individuals for their support,
donations or time given:

ACCESs Music Project (AMP)
Centre for Creative Education
Elizabeth Galloway Fashion School
Elle Yarns
Life Choices
marvin feiter
nomathemba tindlini

pagan wicks
Parceval (Pty) Ltd
Sarah Dowling
Ulrich and Gabriele Feiter
VIP Sanitation

